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A

few weeks back I
had a memorable
interaction with a
10-year-old boy. I never
did get his name, so I’ll
call him the fisherkid. I
was walking along the
beach and watched
this kid preparing to
launch his fishing pole.
I stopped and asked
what he was fishing for
Shovel Nose Guitar Fish
and he excitedly shared (Rhinobatos productus)
tales of his most recent
catch. The boy and his
family were camping in the park, and he told me that fishing
at Crystal Cove is one of his all-time favorite activities. While
fishing that morning he had already caught (and returned to
the sea) one leopard shark, and two shovelnose guitar fish.
This kid was passionate, enthusiastic, and knowledgeable
about fish. Unprompted, he shared some morsels about the
shovelnose guitar fish, including that this species can grow
to 5 feet, is threatened, and has meat in the tail. Whether that
was all accurate, I did not know, but nevertheless was duly
impressed. The next day I was walking past the Shake Shack
as the fisherkid and his family emerged from their car. He
was again animated and engaging and showed me a photo
of a bat ray he had caught after I saw him the day before. We
chatted some more and before I walked on I told his mom and
grandparents how the fisherkid had truly left a mark on me.
The friend I was with turned to me and said “you just made
that boys day” to which I replied, “oh no, he made mine.”
Speaking of ocean dwellers, in front of the Cottages one day
a crowd and I watched in shared bewilderment as a harbor
seal slapped
the water over
and over again
with its back
flippers. The
seal appeared
to be doing
Harbor Seal
(Phoca vitulina)
somersaults

and each time before the final revolution it smacked down
hard on the surface of the water. I wasn’t sure what the display
indicated, but thought it was a feeding behavior, albeit an
unusual one. There were no other seals around, at least not
visibly, so I didn’t imagine it was about territory. Turns out,
what I couldn’t see (or hear), must have been below the sea
because, according to my research, this seal (presumably a
male) was engaged in a type of communication and was most
likely “vocalizing” either showing aggression in this territorial
display or possibly trying to impress the ladies. Apparently,
these lotharios communicate visually by slapping the water
with their bodies or pectoral flippers making a loud smack
during courtship as part of their mating ritual.
Another day I was walking along the beach near Pelican Point
and watched as two Western gulls seemed to be engaged
in fencing combat with their bills serving as dueling swords.
Now I have spent my entire career at coastal parks and seen a
lot of gulls,
but don’t
recall having
seen this
interaction
before. The
pair seemed
oblivious
to the
Western Gull
bystanders
(Larus occidentalis)
as they
John Avise
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stretched their necks and jabbed their bills at each other for
quite some time. According to an article in Journal of Field
Ornithology, studies have shown seagulls to have a highly
developed, complex communication system using a wide
range of vocalizations and body movements. In this case it
appears the gulls were involved in a territorial dispute of
sorts. I never did see who won but did watch for a while as
these two gulls, neck to neck, thrust their bills upward over
and over in what seemed like an aggressive interaction. I
suppose the bill jabbing could have involved food, but I left
scratching my head wondering about their true intention.
And the animal
conduct enigmas
continue. During
the dreadful heat
wave a few weeks
ago the Los Angeles
Times ran an article
about an interesting
squirrel behavior
called “splooting.”
Seems that humans
California Ground Squirrel
are not the only
(Spermophilus beecheyi)
mammals that wilt
when it’s miserably
hot. Animals including bears, rabbits, dogs, and squirrels can’t
jump in the ocean or turn on the AC, so instead, they sploot.
Essentially, these guys have to find
a way to cool down and sprawling
out and plastering themselves
belly down on the ground (or
a nice tile floor in the case of
domestic pets) allows them to
shed heat and stay comfortable.
Squirrels have less fur and a lot of
blood vessels on their stomachs
so lying flat helps them cool
down more quickly. I have seen
this strange practice, but because
squirrels tend to jump up and run
off as humans approach, I didn’t
give it much thought. But from
now on, I will join the ranks of
“splooter spotters” and know if
I see a splayed squirrel it is just
dumping heat.
Pilot Whales
(Globicephala macrorhynchus)

And finally, a terribly sad mysterious behavior was recently
broadcast when 477 pilot whales got stranded or stranded
themselves on two remote beaches in New Zealand. Scientists
don’t know why these toothed whales would have landed en
masse but have a couple of theories including: a navigational
mistake (pilot whales echolocate underwater to navigate and
communicate), they encountered a navigational hazard while
fishing or transiting through the water, or as highly social
mammals, followed a sick or injured member of the pod.
They may also have been fleeing from predators or scared off
track by a noise. In this tragic case, the whales who didn’t die
from natural causes (including crushing their own internal
organs by the sheer weight of their gargantuan bodies) were
euthanized by a local rescue team. According to Capt. Dave’s
Dana Point Dolphin & Whale Watching Safari, short-finned
pilot whales are a species seen off our southern California
coastline. Next to Orcas, pilot whales are the second largest
member of the dolphin family (dolphins are toothed whales)
can grow to 24 feet, weigh over 6,000 pounds, and live up to
60 years. They feed on squid, octopus and other fish, hang
in pods with up to 50 other friends and are a close-knit and
intelligent species. The most interesting nugget I found
though, was that “short-finned pilot whales are one of the few
mammal species in which females go through menopause.
Pilot whales have one of the longest birth intervals of all
cetaceans, calving once every three to five years. Once a
female is no longer able to reproduce, she contributes to the
care of the pod’s juveniles.” To see some pilot whale footage
shot off of Dana Point click here.
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For many
people
October means
Halloween
(have you
been to Costco
lately), but for
me, autumn
means spider
season. At
home we have
an orb weaver
(can’t get
Orb Weaver
close enough
(Species Unknown)
Miguel Aldana
to determine
the species)
hanging around in our driveway with a web I
pass each day on my way to the car. I simply
say “hello” and walk on. I love spiders, favoring
the ultra-cool Tarantula and those ones that
weave the “stabilimenta” in their webs. This
zigzag pattern may serve to stabilize the web,
or as a visual warning to prevent other animals
from walking or flying into it or might even
attract prey who are so mesmerized by the web
decoration they don’t see the spider sitting
in wait. Some other riveting spider threads I
found include: “In the evenings, male tarantulas
wander around in search of food and females.
They only live for about 1 year. Female tarantulas
dig deep burrows in the ground and remain
there, waiting for crickets and other insects to
walk by and become dinner. They live for 20
years. Their relatives, the trap-door spiders, live in burrows
in the ground. Some species build a hinged door over their
burrow, and spring up when an insect walks across it. Black
widow spiders mostly come out at night. When an insect gets
stuck in its web, the spider rolls it up in silk, waits for it to quiet
down, then bites and injects its venom. Soon after, the spider
feeds on its dinner.”
Last week Alex, Laurel, and I were treated (and I really do
mean treated) to a behind-the-scenes tour of the recently
renovated cottages along the north beach promenade. Project
Manager Randy Gamache led us into the five completed
cottages pointing out original features, new restoration that
mimics the original features, and some of the donated period
appropriate furnishings from the Historic District’s restoration

and period of significance between 1935 and 1962 (when
day use and beach camping ended). We were all impressed
with the care and thought that went into representing the
details of that heyday era and with Randy emphasizing the
painstaking process they used to preserve existing and reuse
historic materials we gained an appreciation for this long and
detailed construction project. Being inside truly felt like a time
warp and with the million-dollar views I can see why visitors
pine for this nostalgic experience. The restoration crew is
completing the final punch list and then these new cottages
will be added to the rental inventory hopefully by the start of
2023. If all goes as hoped the overall completion of the last
phase of restoration, all which will be available for overnight
accommodations, will be but a few short years.

When I think about flipper flapping, bill jabbing, splooting,
and stranding I am reminded how basic, yet complex animals
are. As they try to find food, mate, and reproduce they have
evolved with a host of fascinating and sometimes complicated
adaptations, defense mechanisms and survival strategies. As
Alex says, “we have to be a voice for the voiceless” and as an
African proverb says:

“Until the lion learns to write,
every story will glorify the hunter”
See you in the Park!

Winter

